Make it easy for yourself with System 45+

- High performance roller blind system
- Competitively priced
- Larger blinds can be operated more easily with up to 30% reduction in effort required
- Easy to manufacture with no sew, no glue technology
- New heavy duty tube option for thicker/heavier fabrics
- Sleek, stylish and contemporary appearance
- Can be fitted top, face or side fix

Designed specifically to meet the needs of the increasing number of buildings with larger windows, System 45+ makes light work of raising and lowering larger, heavier roller blinds.

Combining a smooth operation with reduced stress on its component parts, System 45+ now has the option of a new, heavy duty tube featuring a revised fabric insert slot to make it even easier to receive heavier, thicker fabrics and further reduce deflection on wider blinds.

All component parts are manufactured to the top specification using only the highest grade materials that are built to last. The result? You have the reassurance that you are getting a smooth running system that has been ten year life cycle tested to ensure it will deliver trouble free operation for many years to come.

Easy to make using no sew, no glue technology, System 45+ is supplied with brackets that allow top, side or face fixing. Coordinating bracket covers can be added to provide a sleek finish.

For more information, call Customer services on 0161 882 5050
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